The Immune Epitope Database and Analysis Resources (IEDB) (www.immuneepitope.org) was recently developed to capture epitope related data. IEDB also hosts various bioinformatics tools that can be used to identify novel epitopes as well as to analyze and visualize existing epitope data. Herein, a comprehensive analysis was undertaken (i) to compile and inventory existing knowledge regarding influenza A epitopes and (ii) to determine possible cross-reactivities of identified epitopes among avian H5N1 and human influenza strains. At present, IEDB contains >600 different epitopes derived from 58 different strains and 10 influenza A proteins. By using the IEDB analysis resources, conservancy analyses were performed, and several conserved and possibly cross-reactive epitopes were identified. Significant gaps in the current knowledge were also revealed, including paucity of Ab epitopes in comparison with T cell epitopes, limited number of epitopes reported for avian influenza strains/subtypes, and limited number of epitopes reported from proteins other than hemagglutinin and nucleoprotein. This analysis provides a resource for researchers to access existing influenza epitope data. At the same time, the analysis illustrates gaps in our collective knowledge that should inspire directions for further study of immunity against the influenza A virus.
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B lymphocytes ͉ T lymphocytes ͉ conservancy ͉ pandemic cross-reactivity I nfluenza A viruses are widely distributed in nature and can infect a variety of birds and mammals. Their genomes consists of eight single-stranded RNA segments that code for 10 different proteins, one nucleoprotein (NP), three polymerase proteins (PA, PB1, and PB2), two matrix proteins (M1 and M2), two nonstructural proteins (NS1 and NS2), and two external glycoproteins [hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA)]. The viruses are classified on the basis of differences in the antigenic structure of HA and NA proteins, with their different combinations representing unique virus subtypes that are further classified into specific strains. Although all known subtypes can be found in birds, currently circulating human influenza A subtypes are H1N1 and H3N2, with intermittent circulation of H1N2 reassortants. Seasonal outbreaks are caused by subtypes already circulating among people, whereas pandemics are caused by either an emerging novel subtype derived by reassortment with avian viruses (1957 A/H2N2 pandemic and 1968 A/H3N2 pandemic), or all-avian (1918 A/H1N1 pandemic). It is possible that some of these pandemics are ''recycled'' subtypes that had not circulated in human populations for many years. This was, for example, the case for the 1977 ''pseudopandemic'' of A/H1N1 viruses that resurfaced after 20 years of absence after the 1957 A/H2N2 pandemic.
''Avian'' influenza refers to subtypes found chiefly in birds, but infections with these viruses can also occur in humans. Confirmed cases of human disease caused by several subtypes of avian influenza, including H7N7, H9N2, and other emerging avian viruses such as low-pathogenic H5N1 and H5N2, have been reported since 1997 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . However, of the few avian influenza viruses that have crossed the species barrier to infect humans, the emerging high-pathogenic H5N1 virus in Asia has caused the largest number of detected cases of severe disease and death in humans (6). Because these viruses do not commonly infect humans, little or no immunity may be present in the general human population (with the exception of potential cross-reactive immunity originating from exposure to the other strains commonly infecting humans). Therefore, if the highpathogenic H5N1 virus were to gain the capacity to spread easily from person to person, an influenza pandemic could ensue (7-10).
Results and Discussion
Why Analyze Influenza A-Derived Epitopes? Because of recent events, there has been resurgent interest in the study of influenza A virus in general and avian influenza H5N1 in particular. Further studies must be completed, ranging from basic studies of immune responses and interactions of influenza virus with its hosts, to the evaluation of new vaccine candidates (11) (12) (13) (14) . Epitopes can be used to accurately monitor immune responses as well as to tease out which influenza responses are specific for a given virus strain or subtype or are cross-reactive with several or most strains.
Immune responses to influenza A virus have been studied for decades, not only as a model system, but also because of their medical importance. However, the vast amount of resulting epitope information available in the literature has not been globally analyzed and made accessible to the scientific community. Herein, we perform such an analysis (i) to compile and inventory existing knowledge regarding influenza A epitopes and (ii) to determine possible cross-reactivities of identified epitopes among avian H5N1 and human influenza strains. The data source and results of our analysis are available in the Immune Epitope Database and Analysis Resources (IEDB), which was recently developed to capture epitope related data and is publicly available at www.immuneepitope.org (15, 16) . Besides the efforts of compiling and making comprehensive epitope information available to the public domain (17) , the IEDB also hosts various bioinformatics tools to analyze epitope data (including, for example, population coverage (18) and epitope conservancy) as well as tools to predict epitope cellular processing (19) , binding to MHC (20) (21) (22) , and recognition by T cell receptors and Ab molecules. In the context of this analysis, the conservancy tool provided by the IEDB was used to identify conserved epitopes that might be cross-reactive among avian H5N1 and human influenza strains. Finally, as an outcome of this analysis, important gaps in the global knowledge relating to immunity directed against the influenza A virus were also identified, pointing a way forward in immune epitope research.
Ab and T cell epitopes are defined as the molecular structures interacting with Abs and T cell receptor (TCR) molecules, respectively (23) . In our analysis of the existing scientific literature relating to influenza A derived epitopes, we considered only epitopes shown to be recognized by Abs or TCR in the context of the whole influenza virus or proteins. We excluded epitopes that were defined solely by their use as immunogens (to induce the responses) and as antigens (to measure the response), because it is not possible to evaluate the relevance of such data with respect to antiviral immune responses.
Historically, a variety of different assays (ranging from T cell proliferation, cytokine production, and ELISAs, to neutralization and protection from live virus challenge) have been used to evaluate the recognition of influenza epitopes. Challenge with live virus and neutralization assays are used to define protective Ab and T cell epitopes. We make no attempt to enforce a common set of criteria for defining immunogenicity and protective efficacy, because widely divergent methodologies were used by different laboratories to measure immune responses. Rather, we record, for each epitope the specific assay category and conditions used, and conform to the criteria for defining positive and negative measurements as reported by the authors themselves in each published article.
We believe that the definition of the structural and functional determinants of influenza-derived epitopes could be useful in detecting and monitoring infections as well as being crucial to project potential cross-reactive immunity and efficacy against new strains by existing vaccines and diagnostics (24, 25) , because once the structure of an epitope is known, databases of influenza genomic information such as Influenza Sequence Database (26), Influenza Virus Resources (27) and BioHealthBase (28) can be searched to project whether the same structure is also conserved in all or most influenza strains, or is specific to a particular influenza strain or subtype. The Influenza Sequence Database (www.flu.lanl. gov) contains all published influenza viral sequences that have been curated by domain experts to ensure high standards of accuracy and completeness (26) . The Influenza Virus Resource (www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/genomes/FLU/FLU.html) presents data obtained from the NIAID Influenza Genome Sequencing Project as well as from GenBank, combined with tools for flu sequence analysis and annotation (27) . Finally, the BioHealthBase system (www.biohealthbase.org) focuses on six priority pathogens, including influenza, to help fill in gaps in genomic and other data critical to scientific researchers (28) .
In a diagnostic and disease-monitoring setting, epitopes that are specific to a given strain or subtype can be used to monitor responses to that particular strain or subset, removing the confounding influence of immune responses derived from previous exposures to partially cross-reactive strains or subtypes (11, 29) . One of the shortcomings of the currently available influenza vaccines is the induction of a strain-specific immunity, which requires a new vaccine to be produced each year and for each different strain. In this context, if conserved epitopes can be defined, different immunization regimens and vaccine candidates could be evaluated for their capacity to induce immune responses to those specific conserved determinants.
Conversely, samples from individuals vaccinated and/or naturally infected with viral strains commonly infectious for humans, such as H1N1 and H3N2, could be screened for the presence of cross-reactive immunity. Such cross-reactive immune recognition may represent a minor component of the total response, but its precise mapping would nevertheless be of significant interest. Several groups have analyzed the potential for cross-reactive epitopes, both at the Ab level (between different types of N1) and in the highly conserved internal gene segments. This work constitutes the basis for the recent suggestion that one of the potential strategies to develop universal influenza vaccines relies on the identification of protective and cross-reactive antibodies, followed by the mapping of the epitopes recognized by such antibodies (30) .
How Many Influenza A Epitopes Have Been Reported in the Literature?
As mentioned above, immune responses against influenza A virus have been intensely characterized over the course of several decades. However, this knowledge is dispersed over a large number of scientific references, and a simple search in PubMed using the keywords ''epitope'' and ''influenza'' reveals Ͼ2,000 different scientific reports. It is unclear how many of these reports contain data relating to new epitopes or new information relating to old ones. Furthermore there is no simple way to extract from these references answers to simple questions. For example, how many epitopes are known from strain ''X''?; In which host have they been characterized?; Which epitopes are unique, and which are conserved in other strains, and so on. To address these issues, we perform a comprehensive analysis of all epitope data relating to influenza A virus. The analysis consists of two separate tasks: (i) data-compilation efforts that involve identification and curation of influenza A epitope literature into IEDB and (ii) data-analysis efforts that involve the use of the IEDB-provided conservancy tool to analyze and identify epitopes that are conserved among various avian H5N1 and human influenza strains.
As a first task of the analysis, the current state of knowledge of influenza A-derived Ab and T cell epitopes was determined (Fig. 1 ). To accomplish this task, a query [see supporting information (SI) Fig. 2 ] was constructed to identify potentially relevant influenza epitope-related articles from the entirety of published literature available in PubMed. As of May 22, 2006 , the PubMed contained Ͼ16 million references, of which 2,063 were identified as influenza epitope-related. Running a similar query without any specific constraints on the source of the epitope yielded Ϸ100,000 references. Thus, a significant fraction (Ϸ2%) of the worldwide epitope literature is related to the flu virus, likely reflecting the extended period that this pathogen has been studied, its biomedical importance, and its use as a model for basic studies in virology, immunology, and vaccinology. By comparison, a similar search in the case of HIV (AIDS) yielded 4,442 references (4.4% of the total). In the case of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), Mycobacterium tuberculosis (tuberculosis) and Plasmodium (malaria), the corresponding figures were 472, 856, and 1,397 (0.5%, 0.9%, and 1.4%), respectively. After manual inspection of all abstracts and full-text review of potentially relevant influenza A epitope articles, a total of 429 references were curated in detail (17) . Of these references, 103 contained Ab epitope information. In addition, a total of 114, 13, and 291 references, respectively, contained data relating to MHC binding, elution of MHC ligands, and T cell assays.
To determine how many influenza A epitopes have been described in the literature, a query was performed to search data contained in the IEDB. A total of 412 T cell epitopes (175 CD4, 148 CD8, and 89 undefined) and 190 Ab epitopes (75 linear and 115 conformational) were retrieved. These data provide an indication of the wealth of information already available in the scientific literature relating to influenza A epitopes and should constitute a useful resource for researchers worldwide. Given the well-established importance of Ab responses in vaccine efficacy and in prevention of influenza infection, the relatively small number of published Ab epitopes is unexpected. Although the structure and technological means for identifying Ab and T cell epitopes are radically different, given the fact that Ab titers are the only accepted correlate of protection from influenza and of vaccine efficacy, the paucity of Ab epitopes in comparison with T cell epitopes is indeed surprising. The Ͼ2:1 ratio of T cell vs. Ab influenza epitopes is likely because of the fact that Ab epitopes are inherently more difficult to characterize than T cell epitopes.
Of 190 identified Ab epitopes, Ϸ40% are linear sequences. The knowledge of epitope 3D structure can offer important insights into understanding virus neutralization, predicting epitope conservancy across different strains, and rationally designing new vaccine candidates. However, we note that the 3D structures of only 22 epitope/receptor complexes, which represent an average of 4% of all reported epitopes, were determined (an additional 12 epitope/ MHC structures have also been described).
The issue of which strain of influenza A was used to define the various epitopes is of obvious importance, in light of the potential use of the epitopes to monitor immune responses to influenza vaccination and infection. Knowledge relating to a diverse set of strains is also desirable to ensure a general biological and immunological relevancy of the results. A lesson learned from HIV research is that excessive reliance on longterm maintained laboratory strains can lead to difficulties in extrapolating results to fresh patient isolates. Our influenza A analysis identifies epitopes from 13 different subtypes and 58 different strains (SI Table 4 ). The vast majority are from the human influenza H1N1 and H3N2 subtypes, and a relatively large proportion of these epitopes are derived from prototype strains used for model studies, such as A/Puerto Rico/8/ 34(H1N1) (Ϸ24%) and A/X-31(H3N2) (Ϸ32%), with fewer epitopes having been characterized from fresh isolates of human pathogenic strains (Ϸ1.2%, on average, for a given strain). Only two epitopes from the H5N1 avian influenza A/Viet Nam/1194/ 2004 are included in this database. These results suggest that more studies need to be focused on the identification of epitopes from the strains responsible for human infections and also point to the urgent need to identify epitopes recognized by responses directed against avian influenza strains. It is, of course, not surprising that the number of epitopes that have been described in either humans or animal models for avian influenza infections are going to be comparatively few compared with the circulating human strains. Some of the original work defining the very nature of Ab and T cell epitopes used influenza as a model and, as such, these data have been generated for Ͼ30 years. The emergence of the avian strains in 1997 (and their reemergence in 2003) has provided far less time for their study; in addition, the increased pathogenicity of fresh isolates has led to their being classified as select agents, making immunological analysis more difficult because of the special containment facilities required. Our analysis demonstrates and underlines this fundamental weakness and gap in our collective knowledge.
Another issue of obvious relevance is the distribution of epitopes by the source proteins from which they are derived (Table 1) . It is generally anticipated that Ab responses to vaccination or infection are directed mostly toward epitopes from viral surface-exposed proteins, whereas epitopes recognized by cellular immunity may be broadly derived from both internal and surface proteins. Because internal proteins are far more conserved among different influenza strains and thereby potentially offer the best choice for vaccines aimed at eliciting the broadest possible strain coverage, knowledge of the source proteins from which the epitopes are derived is particularly relevant. Ab epitopes have been identified from only 5 of the 10 viral proteins, and the majority are derived from the virus surface proteins HA, NA, and M2. Compared with HA, fewer Ab epitopes were derived from NA and M2 proteins. T cell epitopes have been identified from all 10 influenza proteins; the highest number of epitopes being derived from HA and NP. Indeed, most published CD4 T cell epitopes are derived from the HA protein, whereas most CD8 T cell epitopes are derived from the NP protein. It should be emphasized that this analysis cannot determine whether the uneven distribution of epitopes as a function of the protein of origin is reflective of poor immunogenicity of those proteins in certain contexts or, perhaps more likely, reflects a bias in the number of studies addressing the immunogenicity of different proteins.
The host species in which the epitopes are identified is shown in Table 2 . The majority of Ab and T cell epitopes were identified in mouse, human, or rabbit hosts. Few epitopes are described in birds, which are relevant hosts to study virus evolution. Studies using ferrets, a commonly used experimental model, and nonhuman primates are also underrepresented. Furthermore, rather astonishingly, only one Ab epitope, compared with 160 T cell epitopes, has been identified by using human samples. Compared with other animal hosts, such as rodents, relatively few human host data available in the literature is probably a reflection of the inherent complexity in characterizing and interpreting immune epitope data from human models, because the repertoire of epitopes recognized in rodents and rabbits is almost invariably measured after a single exposure to influenza. By contrast, in adult humans, the immune response is the final product of a long series of repeated exposures to different viral influenza strains. Responses induced in humans by previous influenza infections or vaccinations might significantly skew the repertoire of epitopes recognized upon infection or vaccination with a different influenza strain, a phenomenon termed ''original antigenic sin'' (31). This situation highlights the need for more studies defining the Ab epitopes recognized in humans, and the degree to which they overlap with those recognized in animal model systems.
Conservancy of Ab and T Cell Influenza A Epitopes.
For the second part of the analysis, we are interested in evaluating conservancy of epitopes among various influenza strains in general and with H5N1 in particular, using the conservancy tool provided by the IEDB. As mentioned above, identification of conserved epitopes is of interest in terms of the prospect for development of broader-spectrum inf luenza vaccines. Conservancy analysis could also identify epitopes detected from previously vaccinated or infected individuals and associated with cross-reactivity and potential protection from the avian H5N1 strains. Conversely, epitopes that are specific for a given subtype can be used for monitoring responses, removing the confounding influence of immune responses derived from previous exposures to partially cross-reactive strains or subtypes.
To analyze epitope conservancy, we first assembled a collection of representative human and avian H5N1 influenza strains for the analysis, because inclusion of all available sequences would generate a biased conservancy picture reflective of relative abundance of available sequences from a given strain or subtype. For the human influenza strains, our strategy was to select viral strains that had been used for vaccination or were known to cause infection in the human population. A total of 17 influenza strains including 7 H1N1, 8 H3N2, and 2 H5N1 strains were selected for the analysis. Of these, 5 H1N1 and 6 H3N2 strains had been used in annual influenza vaccinations from 1968 to 2004 (SI Table 5 ). In addition, other pathogenic H1N1 and H3N2 human influenza strains of potential interest, such as A/Brevig Mission/1/18, which circulated in the 1918 pandemic, were also included. The two H5N1 strains that circulated in the 1997 and 2003-2004 H5N1 outbreaks, respectively, were also selected.
Next, using the epitope conservancy analysis tool provided in the analysis resources of the IEDB, we find that, overall, T cell epitopes are more conserved than Ab epitopes (SI Tables 6-8 ). For T cell epitopes, Ϸ50% and 30% are conserved at 80% and 90% identity levels, respectively, in both human (H1N1 and H3N2) and avian (H5N1) strains (SI Table 8 ). At the 100% identity level, 15.0% of T cell epitopes are conserved in the human strains, and 11.4% are also conserved in the avian H5N1 strains. In contrast, only 2.7% of Ab epitopes are conserved at 100% identity level, and Ͻ11% were conserved at 80% identity level. A possible reason for this difference is that Ϸ80% of the linear Ab epitopes, compared with only 40% of the T cell epitopes, are derived from the two most variable influenza proteins, HA and NA. In general, the results suggest that significant levels of interstrain cross-reactivity are likely for T cell epitopes, but much less so for Ab epitopes. Several highly conserved discontinuous conformational Ab epitopes are also identified (SI Table 9 ). However, their degree of conservation should be interpreted with caution, because pattern-wise conserved discontinuous sequences may not be cross-reactive because of the influence of unknown neighboring and interdispersed amino acids on protein 3D structures. Finally, it should be emphasized that the fact that an epitope is conserved does not necessarily imply that it is also cross-protective.
In this analysis we have organized the data around the subtypes in which the epitopes are found (e.g., H3N2 and H1N1). This is relevant for Ab epitopes for obvious reasons. But it is also relevant for T cell epitopes because, even if an epitope sequence is conserved in different subtypes, flanking regions and differences in the viral genome might affect whether the epitope is recognized as dominant in the context of a different subtype. Furthermore, our analysis will help to determine whether or not a given epitope could be used as a marker for a given subtype. In this context, whereas responses to conserved epitopes might be most useful with respect to vaccine development, subtypespecific epitopes might be most useful for diagnostic purposes and the study of viral evolution.
It should be noted here that the main purpose of the current study is to provide a resource analyzing and making accessible influenza information with potential implications in terms of future research in areas relevant to vaccine research, understanding the role of T cell immunity in influenza, and to highlight multiple pandemic influenza issues surrounding H1N1 and H5N1 viruses in particular. Our analysis is purely bioinformatics and can address only experiments that have been performed and published in peer-reviewed journals. However, the analysis also suggests possible experiments that could be conducted to further validate the epitopes and improve our understanding of the immune response to influenza or ability to combat influenza. For example, several linear and MAb-defined epitopes (SI Table  6 ) were shown to be highly conserved within H1 or H3 subtypes. Data like these maybe useful for identification of new vaccine targets, and experiments to demonstrate that one of these MAbs indeed neutralized virus in vitro or provided passive protection in vivo would be neither time-consuming nor technically difficult. Similarly, for the MAb-defined cross-reactive conformational epitopes (SI Table 9 ), it should be possible to test one or several of these MAbs for cross-reaction with intact viruses. As a result, the effort that has gone into the collection and assembly of influenza-specific information/reagents are justified by its utility and conceivable experimental applications.
Identification of Protective Ab and T Cell Influenza A Epitopes.
It is well appreciated that not all Ab and T cell responses are protective. Indeed, responses directed against certain influenzaderived epitopes have been reported in a murine animal model to actually exacerbate disease (32, 33) . To address this issue, we focus specifically on epitopes for which protective data are available. Protective epitopes are defined herein as those that tested positive in virus challenge or neutralization assays, even though we are aware that caution needs to be exercised in directly equating in vitro neutralization assays with in vivo protection. Only nine Ab and nine T cell epitopes are identified to meet this criterion (SI Table 10 ). As a result, these data emphasize the need for more studies that evaluate the protective and neutralizing efficacy of immune responses directed against different epitopes. In particular, focusing the immune response on relatively conserved epitopes is considered as an avenue to develop influenza vaccines, but their prophylactic efficacy as compared with nonconserved ones must be established.
All data presently available are derived from animal models in hosts such as mice, rabbits, and macaques. To the best of our knowledge, no study defining human protective epitopes has been conducted, most likely because of ethical reasons. The degree of conservation of protective epitopes across different avian H5N1 and human influenza viral strains is also calculated. In general, protective T cell epitopes are highly conserved between human and avian influenza strains. Protective Ab epitopes are, as expected, less conserved. However, one protective Ab epitope from the M2 protein shows appreciable conservation among the selected human influenza strains and H5N1. Because M2 is a relatively conserved protein, identification of protective Ab epitopes derived from this protein, as has been pointed out, holds promise for the future development of a universal influenza epitope-based vaccine (34) . However, it has been shown that even the limited degree of sequence variation between this epitope and the homologous H5N1 sequences might result in lack of cross-reactivity (35) . Nevertheless, whether these epitopes could be used to induce cross-reactive responses and also confer protection in humans needs to be addressed experimentally. An important issue that influenza epitope research must address is which epitopes are likely to confer greatest protection. Cross-protective cytotoxic T lymphoctes (CTL) have been the focus of many studies over the last decade, but their impact on influenza infection in human in vivo still needs to be conclusively established. Influenza virus appears to be most sensitive to neutralizing Abs, and Abs to HA are more effective than those specific for NA and M2, perhaps the reason why the virus has evolved to evade such responses, just like herpes viruses have evolved strategies to evade CTL responses. In that respect, it could be difficult to find broadly cross-reactive epitopes.
Conclusions
In summary, a comprehensive analysis of influenza A Ab and T cell epitopes indicates that a large set of influenza epitope data exists for researchers to use in their studies. To the best of our knowledge, all characterized epitopes, defined as presented above, were included in the analysis. If however, inadvertently omitted data were brought to our attention, we would be grateful to update IEDB accordingly. Nevertheless, given the present focus of the scientific community on influenza viruses, the amount of data are likely to increase in the near future. Therefore, we are continually updating the IEDB with new epitope information as it becomes available in the literature. These results are publicly accessible to the scientific community, and we are working to integrate our efforts with other bioinformatics resources such as BioHealthBase (28) . Several different protective epitopes are found to be conserved, highlighting how the collation of relevant data from disparate sources, and the integration of immunological data with sequence variability information can yield results of great potential impact.
From our perspective, significant knowledge gaps and opportunities for future research in influenza A epitope identification also became apparent, including (i) Determination of protective Ab and T cell epitopes (only a few were reported in the literature), (ii) paucity of Ab epitopes in comparison with T cell epitopes, (iii) limited spectrum of animal hosts used for epitope identification, (iv) a limited number of epitopes reported for avian influenza strains/subtypes, and (v) a limited number of epitopes reported from proteins other than HA and NP. Based on these gaps, a proposed research agenda toward a more systematic and comprehensive collection of influenza immune epitopes is tabulated in Table 3 .
This is a comprehensive analysis of the world-wide knowledge in a given research area, with the specific intent of not only making curated information accessible to the scientific community, but also with the specific goal of revealing gaps and consequent potential vulnerabilities in the available aggregated knowledge. Some of the results are unexpected and illustrate the power of the approach. Future similar analyses may encompass different disease targets of immunological relevance. The results could assist in correlating the amount of knowledge available with the actual importance of a particular disease, analyzing the impact of funding initiatives and other related topics, and transcending basic research and impacting global research and scientific policies.
In conclusion, influenza research is currently of high general interest. This analysis provides researchers with information that can be used to evaluate different vaccine concepts and design new basic studies. The study also provides the general scientific audience with an objective evaluation of which information is well represented within our current literature, which gaps exist, and what might be addressed by future investigations. In addition, the availability of databases relating to influenza A, as recently pointed out, is an important component of our strategy to combat seasonal outbreaks and a potential pandemic (36) . Therefore, the influenza A epitope data analysis reported herein represents an important step in this direction. Specifically, the revealed gaps in our collective knowledge might inspire and guide directions for future research in the study of immunity against the influenza A virus.
Materials and Methods
Selection of IEDB-Curated Influenza A Epitopes. To maximize the immunological relevance of the study, IEDB-curated records were filtered to exclude data in which only the epitope was used as both immunogen and test antigen, because such information does not provide data on recognition of the epitope in the context of the whole virus or protein. T cell epitopes identified by MHC binding alone were also excluded from further analyses, because peptide MHC binding implies only that there exists a potential for immunogenicity but does not prove that this potential has or will be realized. This ability to select records based on relevant assays is a key example of the IEDB flexibility. It should be noted that because an epitope is defined as a distinct molecular structure that interacts with specific immune receptors, largely overlapping or nearly identical structures were counted as separate entries. Similarly, for Ab conformational epitopes, single residues identified by mutant studies were also considered as separate entries. We have recently developed a computer algorithm to specifically cluster similar and related entries, thus mapping to a single structure or ''antigenic site'' largely overlapping or homologous (Ͼ80%) structures. The results obtained after clustering were qualitatively the same, even though the total number of epitopes was reduced by approximately a third. Development of such a filter was important because the inclusion of the extra sequence changed the ''conservation score'' between subtypes where the actual epitope is conserved. These duplicate entries could be a hindrance to effective use of the database, especially because these longer sequences for Class I ''epitopes'' include a sequence that is not actually part of the epitope, that is, actually being trimmed off before presentation. However, the database needs to record the original data as reported to avoid bias and data corruption.
Epitope Conservancy Analysis. To determine the conservation of continuous linear Ab and T cell influenza epitopes, we used the epitope conservancy-analysis tool provided in the analysis resources of IEDB. Using an epitope sequence and a set of protein sequences of a given influenza strain, this tool computes the maximum identity level at which the epitope can be found in the given protein sequence set or the influenza strain. For each epitope, the highest epitope identity level in each influenza strain was calculated. For discontinuous Ab epitopes, the algorithm was implemented to identify a matching epitope discontinuous-sequence pattern in a given protein sequence or set. For example, given the epitope discontinuous sequence ''A1,B3,C6'', its matching sequence pattern is AXBXXC, where X is any amino acid residue, and the number of Xs between two nearest known amino acid residues is equal to the gap distance between them. If an epitope's pattern is found within a protein sequence/set, the epitope is considered to be conserved within that protein sequence/set. In addition, the identity level was also calculated based on the known epitope residues. For patternwise matching sequences, the identity level is 100%. To obtain meaningful results, only discontinuous sequences consisting of at least three identified residues were used in the analysis. We emphasize that the algorithm developed here does not predict cross-reactivity but merely detects whether the residues involved in a conformational epitope are conserved in different sequences. Whether this conservancy would translate in Ab cross-reactivity should be experimentally determined. It should also be noted that, in this analysis, conservancy was calculated and reported for all epitope entries even though similar entries may be related to a single ''epitope'' (the difference being whether flanking residues were included). 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 32 AYERMCNILKGK H1N1 NP H-2-IAD MOUSE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 33 AYQKRMGVQMQR H7N1 M1 HLA-DQ HUMAN 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 92 92 100 100 92 92 92 100 100 100 34 CAAMDDFQLIPMISK H3N2 PA MOUSE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 35 CKISPLMVAYMLERE H3N2 PB2 H-2-B CLASS I MOUSE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 HUMAN;MOUSE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 101 GILGFVFTLT H1N1 M1 HLA-A*0201;HLA-A2 HUMAN;MOUSE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 102 GILGFVFTLTV H3N2 M1 HLA-A2;HLA-AW69 HUMAN 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 103 GIPLYDAI H1N1 PA H-2-KB 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 104 GKICNNPHRILDGIDCTLID HLA-A*02;HLA-A*0201;HLA-A2 HUMAN;MOUSE 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
